This project consists in the build of an architectonic design for the construction of the chapel and the building of the A.R.C Barranquilla subofficer’s naval school chamber.

The elaborated project arise in anser of the present needs based on the poor capacity of the actuals building that carry out the function of lodge the growing community of the naval school, this projects tare part of the plan of the development and modernization of this military unity.

The architectonic design of the officer a chamber building was mare up by 9 modern style parameters with verticals lines that enfasy its semiplicity and slender.

It has a capacity of 36 rooms and three suites, it count with a ball room, a recreation zone that has the atractive of a big pool

The design for the chamber was built with a lateral access that goes from the central plaza, that shout up because of it big volume with a capacity for 500 people, in addition it has its ocun office and a priest house.
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